REHOMING PHASE 3 – HOME CHECKS AND REHOMING GUIDANCE

Your Home Check
Once we have contacted you and taken your details you will be given a reference to use in future correspondence.
We will then request either a video or photos of your home to be sent through to the Animal Care Team who will
then speak to you in detail regarding the cat that you have chosen or if you have not chosen a cat at this time will
make recommendations of suitability taking your personal details into account.
You will then need to continue to check our website and once you have made a selection of a cat that you wish to
rehome then please email info@crrc.co.uk quoting your reference.



We have and continue to rehome our very special Golden Oldies so if you are interested in an older cat 14+
then please select Golden Oldies under the heading Adopt a Pet to read more about them and our foster
care scheme



All priority animals are shown on our main website and will be marked as *Priority Rehoming*



All other animals currently available are listed and you can apply for rehoming providing you have seen
something suitable for you



Due to wait times for rabbit bondings and the need for purchasing accommodation we will be able to reserve
and hold a reasonable waiting list for rabbits and guinea pigs



We will endeavour to respond to all applications depending on the level of enquires that we receive so
please be patient with us as this may take a few days



Once we have agreed the match we will then make an appointment for you to come to the Centre. Please
be aware that you should be ready take your chosen cat or kitten home the same day as we are not in a
position to reserve at this time



It is very important that the measures that have been put in place for social distancing are strictly adhered
to we want to keep you and our staff safe



We would request wherever possible that limited numbers of a family attend (no more than two wherever
possible and this will include at least one child depending on ages)



You will be asked to wait in the car park until a staff member arrives to meet you



Our Animal Care Officer will be wearing PPE, please ensure that you are also wearing a face mask or visa
unless you are classed as exempt



Please ensure that you and your children do not touch any surfaces unnecessarily our staff are maintaining
the highest level of cleaning using appropriate disinfectants



You can then sit and spend time getting to know your chosen friend and the Animal Care Officer will remain
with you so that you are able to ask any questions you may have



We hope that you will be happy to offer them a forever home although we do appreciate and respect your
decision if you decide not to adopt at this time



One person will then be asked to wait in a designated area whilst the Animal Care Officer prepares your
adoption papers, all other family members will be asked to wait in the car or outside whenever possible



At this time you will be given all the information you need regarding your chosen animal including dietary
requirements, dates of vaccinations and flea and worm treatments

The next step now is to read though the documentation on our website under the heading Adopt a Pet and then
select Rehoming for either a Cat, Rabbit or Guinea Pig (COVID19)
This will give you all the general information you need to know before coming to the Centre and will minimise the
time you spend here
We anticipate continuing to work under this guidance for the foreseeable future and until such time as the
government guidelines permit us to do otherwise.
Many Thanks – We look forward to hearing from you

